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5 Year
Guarantee

The Next Generation
in Air Freshness

The Viva Electronic is the world’s most environmentally-friendly air freshening
system, delivering 30 or 60 days continuous fresh scent & odour control.
The system uses cutting-edge patented technology to deliver minute doses of pure fragrance oil with a
proprietary odour neutralising agent 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Improved performance with the
Viva!E Electronic System

Viva!E Dispenser features
Vented sides for effective
fragrance dispersal

Key lock

! Operates reliably whatever the climatic

conditions, room temperature or air flow
! Oxy-Gen intense perfume gives long
lasting, continuous fragrance throughout
the refill life
! Choose 60 Day setting for every day
continuous fragrance intensity or 30 day
setting for booster intensity
! Works against gravity for precise delivery
and performance without fragrance pooling
or leaking

! Ideal for positioning at lower heights

Dispenser Program Settings:
The dispenser starts working after the refill is placed in the dispenser and
the activating ring is locked in place.
1. Single Green flashing light every 30 seconds indicates
that the dispenser is set at a 30-Day refill cycle (Booster
fragrance intensity)
2. Double Green flashing light every 30 seconds indicates
that the dispenser is set at a 60-Day refill cycle (Every day
fragrance intensity)
3. Orange flashing light every 10 seconds indicates that the
refill needs to be replaced.
4. Single Red flashing light every 10 seconds indicates that
the battery needs to be replaced soon.
5. Double Red flashing light every 10 seconds indicates the
battery is completely rundown and that the dispenser is
not working as per the desired setting.

Stylish cover
design in a
choice of 9
colours

16cm /
6.3”

Visual indicators
provide refill
and battery
replacement
reminders

6.5cm / 2.56”

7cm / 2.76”

› Choose settings: 60 Days = Every Day Fragrance Intensity
Fragrance; 30 Days = Booster Fragrance Intensity
› Supplied with 2 keys, 2 Wall plugs, 2 fixing screws
› Operates on 2 AA alkaline batteries (not included)
that last up to 2 years
› Can be positioned at any height
› Made of recyclable plastic
Dispenser
White
Black
Chrome
Grey
Matt Silver
Pearl White
Steel Grey
Red
Ivory
Case weight:
Dispensers per case:
Case dimensions (W x H x D):

Code

101VEJW
101VEJB
101VEJC
101VEJG
101VEMS
101VEPW
101VESG
101VEJR
101VEJI
1.8kg
12
29.5cm x 17.5cm x 24cm

Oxy-Gen Refill features
Tamper-proof seal

Refill

Code
01VEBM

Cellulose filter

01VEBS
01VECH

Sealed leak-proof
fragrance reservoir
– on activation the
reservoir is pierced
to allow the
fragrance oil to be
released gradually
and continuously

6.75cm / 2.66”

01VECN
01VECR

4.9cm / 1.9”

01VEGL

Made of
recyclable
material

01VEPH

› The oxygen is pumped into the sealed chamber and
displaces the fragrance from the reservoir, delivering
a specified dose of fragrance onto the cellulose filter
continuously

01VESA
01VETG

› Fragrance molecules are dispersed by the natural air
movement within the area or room

01VEVR

› All components fully recyclable

01VEZL

To operate:

01VEZT

1. Pull tab and remove refill seal completely

2. Rotate clockwise. You will feel the perfume
chamber being pierced, keep rotating until the
cap is completely locked

Every Day
intensity

DAY

1.3kg

Refills per case:

12

Case dimensions (W x H x D):

22cm x 13.5cm x 17.5cm

How Oxy-Gen Powered refill
fragrances are formulated to
overcome malodours

3. Select 30 day or 60 day operation

DAY

Case weight:

Booster
intensity
DAY

DAY

4. To fit the refill into the dispenser
- Unlock the dispenser using the key supplied
- Ensure that the activating ring is in the open
position before inserting the Refill
- Align the base of the refill into the base of the
dispenser

Fragrance
Engineering /
Sensory

5. Activate the refill
- Turn the activating ring clockwise to lock the
Refill in place
- Close the Dispenser cover

Inserting Batteries
Insert 2 new
AA Alkaline
batteries and
close the cover

C
Distributor

Fragrance Delivery Technologies Ltd.
USA | Europe | UK | Dubai

www.oxygenpowered.com
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6. A green flashing light indicates that the
Dispenser is operating as per the desired
setting

Open the battery
cover at the bottom
of the dispenser
using the key
provided
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Vapour
Pressure
reduction

E RY
Chemical
Neutralization
NeutraLox

